THE 2015 BLACK MALE SUMMIT

POSTER SESSIONS

P01  The N-Word: Beyond Black and White
Corey J. Miles
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

P02  "AMP Your Voice"
Terence J.
University of Akron, Alumni

P03  Race Always Matters: Recommendations to Help Students Successfully Navigate Collaborations Across Racial Lines
Danielle Alexander, The Chicago School of Professional Psychology
Leah Hirsch, The Chicago School of Professional Psychology
Nayeli Y. Chavez-Dueñas, The Chicago School of Professional Psychology
Hector Y. Adames, The Chicago School of Professional Psychology

P04  The Essence of Violence in the Black Males
Raymond E. Greene Jr.
My Brother’s Keeper Neo Inc.

P09  Celebrating your blackness
Howard Carter

P10  It's more than Black and White: Advising NPHC organizations
Victoria Snyder
Robert Morris University

P11  The Manhood Test
Bryant K. Smith
Smith Consulting And Networking

P12  The Application For Manhood
Bryant K. Smith
Smith Consulting And Networking

P13  Hip Hop MENtality Test
Bryant K. Smith
Smith Consulting And Networking

P14  Black Art in the 21 Century
Monica Lee Currie
P15    Stop the Drama Parenting Time Workshop
Donald L. Lykes

P16    Some Viewers May Find This Disturbing: Viewer Discretion is Advised
Kayla Simone Griffin

P17    Black Male Summit (1)
Brandon Jackson
Greatness Camp

P18    Black Male Summit (2)
Brandon Jackson
Greatness Camp

P19    The Power of Money Management
J. Michael Carr Jr.
Fathers for the Future Foundation

P20    When Justice Disappears
Judith Lynn Lee
Poet/Author Motivational Speaker

P21    Self-Perceived Benefits of a Summer Criminal Justice Internship on Factors of Retention in an African American Male College Student
Auston Smith
Ashland University

P22    Why Does the Black Guy Die First?! Analyzing the Black Man's Role with Hollywood
Frederick Gooding Jr.
Northern Arizona University

P23    Out of Bounds: How Black Males are Consistently Blackballed in Sports
Frederick Gooding Jr.
Northern Arizona University

P24    Black Male Experiences in Higher Education: A Brother's Perspective
Brian L. Turner Ph.D.
Xavier University of Louisiana

Trena Lejoyce Sanders
Western Michigan University

P26    Human Capital Development of African American Males
Leon L. Haley Ph. D. and Kevin L. Carter
Adonai Center for Black Males